GENERAL AND SPECIAL ABILITIES
writer has opposed Dr. Spearman) that it would be out
of place as material for discussion in a book such as the
present. Average or global intelligence is in no danger of
being overlooked while intelligence quotients are being so
freely discussed in pedagogical literature. There does,
however, seem to be a penl in the possibility that our
educational machine nowadays may not care about the
peaks. To utilize talent of a special kind it may be neces-
sary to let time-tables and syllabuses go by the board, and
that is harder nowadays, especially as matriculation
approaches, than it was in more primitive educational
ages* A colleague of mine once had in his class a youngster
who had a talent for drawing so great that my friend
absolved him of all necessity of keeping to time-tables or
even following any monthly assignments. He could draw
when he liked. He is not now a world-famous artist, as
the story tempts one to say. But he is a highly successful
and artistic designer of well-known posters, and has, I
think, justified his freedom.
How does experimental and statistical evidence point
in regard to such special talents ? The chief fact is one
which we learn from correlational investigations, namely,
that most correlations between different activities are
positive. A correlation coefficient, it will be remembered,
is a fraction which expresses the degree of resemblance of
two lists of men, say, the one list giving their rank in one
ability, the other list giving their rank in another ability.
If,all ability were quite general, not only in its potentiali-
ties at birth, but in its actuality at any moment, then the
order of merit of 100 men would be the same for Latin, or
for a Binet Test, or for musical discrimination, or for any-
thing else whatsoever. All correlations would be perfect.
Now they are not perfect—far from it. But they are
almost always positive. They are hardly ever negative.
This means that there is a tendency towards general
ability. Not that this admits the existence of a " g " in
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